
GEOLOCALISATION                   

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The VDS GPS unit will be handed over to administrative checks switched on and must remain so 
for the duration of the rally.
It must be installed inside the cockpit, fixed to the rollbar with a clamp (Rilsan or Colson type).
It is forbidden to position it on the gearbox tunnel or between the seats.
Provide a USB power supply (the length of the supplied cable is 0.8 meters).
The box will be started when it is distributed and will not be stopped until the end of the rally. It 
will therefore be powered for the duration of the event.
Verification of proper operation is the responsibility of the competitor who will have to ensure 
the solidity of its fixing in the passenger compartment. Under no circumstances can VDS be held 
responsible for a competitor leaving the road or any other incident in the event of the GPS falling 
in the competition car.

The GPS starts up when charging or with a long press of 5 seconds on the On/Off button located on the 

right side of the box (fig 1) the box vibrates and the LEDs flash: it is OK.

WARNING
- It is imperative to connect the GPS box with the supplied cable to your USB power supply.

- The GPS unit and the USB cable must be returned to the entrance of the arrival parc fermé.

- In case of abandonment, it is imperative to bring them back to the PC Course, so that the 

deposit is returned to you!!! Under no circumstances should you return them to a steward!!!

- The GPS unit must be returned the day after the rally.
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